What are LEDs
Among the hundreds of innovations that enhance our business and delivers a message LED Technology
ranks near the top as one of the most universally appealing, most versatile and
flexible communication sources available today.
No longer are promotional messages stale, static things but rather crisp, up-to-date communication
that can change at the speed of the INTERNET connection, adapt to your audience,
broadcast your message powerfully and visually.

LEDs are the light and the technology of the future!
What is a LED?

What is a Pixel?

What does “Pitch” mean?

A pixel is a cluster of
two or more LEDS,
each delivering a
single point of light or
colour, monochrome
signs use pixels that
are clusters of a signal
colour LED. A pixel in a
full colour sign combines red, green and blue LEDs(which
is why colour displays are sometimes referred to as RGB
Displays) arrange in rows and columns, hundred , sometimes thousand of pixels can go into a large display.

The pitch of an LED sign is
the distance between each
pixel. If the pitch is 10mm,
this means that each pixel (or LED cluster) is 10
millimeters apart. Smaller
number means a “tighter
pitch”. The closer the pixels (tighter the pitch), the crisper
and more realistic your image appears, especially when
viewed from shorter distance.

What is the LED is Viewing Angle?

What is a Monochrome LED Display?

What is a Full Colour LED Display?

Viewing angle refers to
the angle from which an
LED display is seen by
passers-by. When you
look at an LED straight
on, its at full brightness.
As you view the LED from
different directions, the
brightness changes and
the image becomes less clear. This is typically for all LED
signs, but some have a wider viewing angle, allowing you
to see more of the image.

Single colour, commonly available in
either Red, Green,
Blue, Amber and
White. Monochrome
message centers are
especially well suited for text- based
messages. Some
monochrome displays can also display shaded graphics
or short animations.

Full colour LED signs
can do everything
that a monochrome
sign can do, but in
literally millions of
eye-catching colours.
Because they have
more LEDs per pixels
(3 vs1), normally pixels are 10mm in size or smaller and are combined into 1
cell, they’re more expensive than a monochrome display,
but offer much more versatility, visibility and impact.

LED stands for Light Emitting
Diode. Basically a semiconductor chips that produce
light, LEDs are much different
and far more efficient than
incandescent light bulbs.
They consume far less electricity, requiring only 1/10 to
1/40 the energy of incandescent bulbs. While light bulbs
burn out relatively quicker, LED can last for more than
100,00 hours (10years +)

